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Buy-now-pay-later is not the same as traditional lending. 

Used successfully, BNPL creates a rare win-win-win for
consumers, merchants and banks. 

When you deviate from what makes it unique, a cascading
failure takes place and everything breaks down. 

Here's why it is important.

There are the eight key attributes that make BNPL work as it is meant to, and why they all

simultaneously need to be in place.

1. BNPL is free 

POS finance has existed for a long time. This usually involves a loan application which is

then approved or declined, and the borrower goes on to pay interest over a pre-determined

period of time.

BNPL on the other hand is free, meaning that if the bike cost me nine hundred dollars, I can

pay for it in three installments of three hundred dollars each over three months.

Given the concept of "time value of money" (money today is more valuable than money

tomorrow, all else being equal), this is an NPV positive proposition for the consumer and as

such has great appeal.

2. In BNPL, the merchant pays a discount rate 

Economists tell you there is no such thing as a free lunch, and since the consumer is not

paying for the loan, somebody else has to. In BNPL, this is the merchant, and they pay for it

with what is called the merchant discount rate.

In simple terms, this means that if the dress we bought cost $100, the merchant only gets

something like $97 for selling it. The BNPL provider gets the remaining discount rate. 

In this example we used 3%, but in reality, this can range from lows of 2% to highs of 8%.
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3. BNPL results in higher sales conversion for the merchant 

The merchant is only willing to pay the discount rate because they can sell more goods and

services if they use BNPL.

Spreading payments over several months lightens the burden on a consumer’s cash flows. A

merchant is willing to pay for it because a customer buys more. 

Merchants would rather sell eight dresses and collect $97 per dress than selling five dresses

and collecting $100 per dress.

4. BNPL works best when the purchase is discretionary 

If my boiler breaks down, the merchant that comes to my home knows I will need to get it

fixed very soon. 

They know that the consumer will pay for the new boiler whether BNPL is offered or not.

If I am contemplating buying new windows, that is a discretionary purchase. It is nice to

have modern windows installed, but I can always do it next year. 

Merchants who sell windows know this. If they can make the purchase easier through BNPL,

they can get a higher conversion.

It is no surprise that these merchants like BNPL. In fact GreenSky, a QED investment that

was recently acquired by Goldman Sachs for something close to $2.2bn built their

multibillion dollar business on this very insight.

5. BNPL works best with good credit quality customers 

The BNPL provider has many costs, and the discount the merchant is willing to pay is not

infinite, so whether it is 3% or 8%, the BNPL provider needs to fit their entire unit economic

equation inside that discount.

If the merchant discount is 3%, the BNPL now has to pay for its own cost of finance (which

cannot really be much less than 2%), its operational costs (which even at scale will be tens of

basis points), and the credit losses.

If the credit losses go to 2% in the example above, the BNPL provider suddenly starts losing

money. What’s worse, if losses go up, the banks and capital markets that fund the BNPL

provider start charging a higher borrowing rate.

A cascading failure or death spiral can very quickly set in, so watching the loss rate is

existentially important for the BNPL provider, and the key to that is good underwriting and

having an underlying population of positively selected high credit quality consumers.

6. BNPL has high conversion 

If the merchant offers BNPL to 100 customers, it is important that at least 75, but ideally

something close to 80 percent plus of these consumers are approved for the BNPL product.



Customers that get declined for BNPL tend to not take it so well. 

The merchant does not want to lose their sale or otherwise annoy their customer because

they were declined, which can be embarrassing. 

Good credit is a crucial component of an ideal BNPL equation.

It does not mean that lending would not work in a general or high-risk population, but to

have the purest form of BNPL you need to control your losses with a combination of superior

underwriting and a positively selected population.

7. BNPL is frictionless 

In order to avoid the merchant worrying about customer friction, the BNPL process itself has

to be tech driven, seamless and embedded. 

It drives high conversion and positive selection. The best BNPL providers employ technology

to its fullest.

8. BNPL has good customer outcomes 

BNPL needs to have good customer outcomes. This means that the BNPL provider has to

focus very closely on affordability. 

Can the consumer afford to pay back the installments over the agreed time period?

If the customer ends up buying too much and becomes unable to pay back the installments,

credit losses go up, the BNPL unit economics stop working, and everybody loses.

When assembled correctly, these eight pillars can support a win-win-win outcome where the

merchant, the customer, and the BNPL provider all have great outcomes and are better off

for using the model.

To recap, BNPL: 

- is free 

- has the merchant pay a discount rate 

- results in higher sales conversion 

- works best when the purchase is discretionary 

- works best with good-credit customers 

- has high conversion 

- is frictionless 

- has good customer outcomes
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1. Follow me @YusufOzdalga for insights into creating, funding and scaling financial

technology businesses, and 

2. Retweet the first tweet (linked below) to share with others who might find this helpful. 
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